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DATE:  August 20, 2019 
 
SUBJECT: Letter of Clarification 2 
 
RE:  Miller Outdoor Theatre Wireless Audio Upgrades RFP  
 
TO:  All Prospective Proposers 
 
Houston First Corporation (“HFC”) issues this Letter of Clarification 2 regarding the referenced 
Miller Outdoor Theatre Wireless Audio Upgrades RFP to answer questions timely received in the 
manner set forth below:  
 
Question 1: Would you please confirm which Prevailing Wage should be used?  
 

Answer: Prevailing Wage rates are linked in the RFP. They are also available directly at 
https://www.houstonfirst.com/static/media/uploads/attachments/hfc_prevailing_wage_rat
es_(022619).pdf 
 

Question 2: On AV0.01, Detail 3 (Audio/Video Termination Key) it says “1-Per Pole Mount 
Details”. Per AV1.01 this mount style applies to CA, CB, and CE device types. Would you please 
clarify this mounting style and mounting height?  
 

Answer: CA, CB, and CE devices are all surface mount devices. Mount between 18” and 
42” AFF. Coordinate exact height and location with existing boxes and with Owner. 

 
Question 3: On AV1.01 device types CC and CD are shown as device mounting style “6”-per 
description or special drawing. Would you please clarify this mounting style and mounting height? 
 

Answer: CC and CD devices are surface mount devices. They should mount to existing 
walls or structure above 84” to meet ADA clearance requirements. Associated antennas 
should surface mount next to the device.  
 

Question 4: On AV0.02 the “ANT” cable type is shown to be Belden 1694A, RG6 75ohm, 18awg, 
coax cable. Can you please confirm that RG8, 50ohm cable is acceptable for the Wireless 
Microphone & In Ear Monitor location homes runs? (Example: West Penn 98G8 for home runs (in 
Plenum) and West Penn 813 for the equipment racks.) 
 

Answer: The RG8 50 ohm cable is acceptable and preferred. Both West Penn products 
mentioned in the question are acceptable. 

 
 
Letters of Clarification become a part of the RFP automatically upon issuance and supersede any 
previous specifications and/or provisions in conflict therewith. By submitting their Proposal, 
Proposers are deemed to have received all Letters of Clarification and to have incorporated them 
into their Proposal. 


